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Thank you choose our company of IT-300B impact tester, deeply 

grateful! Before using the machine, please read the "instruction 

manual", after fully understand, it is used.Please correct use and take 

care of the machine, so as to keep the machine for a long time of high 

precision and good condition.

Warning:

1. This machine adopts the three phase four wire system 50 hz, 380 v

power supply, please be sure to properly connected, and through to the

ground, to ensure the normal operation of machine and operator safety.

2. When you start the machine, press the "take place" button, the

pendulum should face tester in your positive position, rotate

counterclockwise, if the direction is wrong, should be immediately cut

off the power (or will move the switch off) on the control box, and then

change the power phase sequence, make the machine work normally.

Tell users: owing to the rise in the product, the improvement is 

continuous work, this manual may be different, please users give 

understanding.Use can feel free to contact our company, we will serve 

you whole heartedly.
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1、The purpose of the testing machine and characteristics
IT-300B type impact testing machine used for the determination of metal materials 
under dynamic load impact resistance performance, in order to determine the nature 
of the material under dynamic load.
This company produces the IT-300B impact testing machine is according to 
GB/T3808-2002 inspection of the pendulum impact testing machine development and 
production, according to the national standard GB/T229-2007 metal materials Charpy 
impact pendulum impact test was carried out on the metal material test method 
".Largest impact energy of 300 j, with 150 j a pendulum, the sample section for 10 x 
10 mm.Testing machine has a larger impact energy, so mainly on impact toughness of 
the larger black metal, especially in steel and alloy impact test.
The test principle of this product are using pendulum impact to impact energy by the 
potential difference between the remaining displayed on the dial, the absorption of 
received the test sample.The semi-automatic control is used on operation, simple 
operation, high working efficiency, and use the surplus energy of pendulum thrust 
after sample can automatically lift, ready to do impact test next time, so do in 
continuous impact test lab and a lot to do impact test unit such as metallurgy, 
machinery manufacturing plant that can reflect the more superiority.

2.Main technical specifications
1、 Impact Energy： 300J、 150J
2、Dial scale range and dividing values：

energy interval 0～ 300J 0～ 150J

Every little index valu
es

2J 1J

3、 Pendulum moment impact (constant)： 0～ 300J
M=160.7695N.m
0～ 150J
M=80.3848N.m

4、 Pendulum bobPre-elevation： 150º±1°
5、Pendulum center of rotation to the sample center distance： 750mm
6、 Impact speed： 5.2m/s
7、Bearing span： 40mm
8、 Jaw circular bead： R1～ 1.5mm
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9、Impact blade rounded corners： R2～
2.5mm
10、Sample Size： 10×10×55mm
11、Testing machine net weight： About 60
0kg
12、Machine Outside size： 2150×650×1950mm
13、Power： three-phase four-wire system 50Hz 380V
250W

3、Construction
This machine consists of the following parts: 1 the fuselage;2 drive mechanism

(take place);3 hang rid of institutions;4 automatic Yang pendulum signal devices;5
dial;6 pendulum;7 protective device;8 the electrical parts.Host appearance is shown in
figure a, the host transmission principle as shown in figure 2.

4、Electric control principle
1, press the "take place" button (before in the press the "take place" button to set
the button on the control box, a switch to "on" position. Electric schematic
diagram is shown in figure 4
At this time through the relay and the action of the clutch, turn on the motor, the
pendulum to the highest position, close to switch signals, motor stalling and
other electrical wiring reset, insurance pin out.
2, press the "back pin" button
Insurance sales return.
3, press the button "impact"
Through electromagnet for valve and realize the pendulum impact, and can
restore all the electrical wiring.
4, automatic pendulum:
In after turning on the power supply, servo motor has been counterclockwise
rotation, so that the contact has been disconnected it drag state, when the
pendulum in a stop or fall direction, contact also can't get through, when the
pendulum is direction to the young, and when it's rotation velocity is greater than
the rotation velocity of the servo motor, contact through, and to relay on, when
the pendulum angular velocity gradually dropped to less than the angular
velocity of the servo motor, contact disconnect, and makes the relay action, then
through the clutch and the contactor, drag the motor rotation, to raise the
pendulum.Ensure the pendulum in the back swing after the highest location, start
the drive motor, will be set up.
5, hold down the "set" button pendulum slowly into the vertical position.
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5,Installation and commissioning
1, split open a case after cleaning brush try, on the basis of testing machine will
be moved to the pre-made, as shown in figure 3, with adjusting stand level
1000:2, tighten the anchor bolts.

2, check whether each part intact, rotating parts should be flexible.
3, grafted in three phase four wire system 50 hz, 380 v power supply.
4, insert the plug of the button box socket.
5, turned on the power switch, indicator light should be bright, signal device of servo
motor should be counter clockwise rotation (see) from the work position.
6, button box on the toggle switch to "on" position, press the "take place" button, and
the main motor should rotate (at this point that the pendulum clockwise, should stop,
change the power phase), electromagnetic clutch should absorb and transmit the
power to pendulum shaft jan, when the hanging hook bruising and crossed from
institutions after bumping pressure buffer, close to switch signals, the main motor
should be stalling, electromagnetic clutch should release, pendulum by gravity hang
on hang rid of institutions;Need to hit, the first press the "pin" button, and then press
the "shock" button.When press the "shock" button, the electromagnet electricity, top
hung rid of institutions to take off the pendulum, pendulum fall pendulum impact
pendulum is to hang - automatic Yang, insurance pin out.When it needs to place, press
"set" button, insurance sales return, electromagnet electricity, roof movement hang rid
of institutions down turn, electromagnetic clutch and main motor rotation, pendulum
clockwise rotation, when transferred to the vertical position, release the button
lockout.
7, the energy loss of inspection
This is caused by friction energy loss.Pointer, pull out the needle position, first press
the "take place" button, take place to hang place, again according to the "pin" button,
and then hold down the "shock" button (or toggle switch to "off"), the pendulum to go
home.When set to the highest position for the first time, with the hand quickly pulled
back to the dial pointer left limit position (be careful not to touch the needle and
pendulum), for the second time the pendulum to push the pointer to the right side of
the dial, then write down the value of the Pointers, the difference between the two
(the first should be zero) divided by 2, is the impact on a swing in the process of
energy consumption in the frictional resistance.For 300 - J pendulum energy loss
should be no greater than 1.5 J, the 150 J pendulum energy loss is not greater than
0.75 J.
8, bearing span and its relative position adjustment, with the blade according to figure
5.
5.use and maintenance

1, the boot when using need to the idling running, (method should be strictly in
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accordance with the installation and commissioning of 5 ~ 8 terms), to check whether
the equipment is normal.If insurance pin, no need to press the "pin" button, to reset
the latch.
2, according to the energy requirements can choose 300 - j j pendulum pendulum or
150.In place when the first compression nut, use the puller insert the slots on either
side of the pendulum rod joint, twisted wire rod, resist pendulum shaft end face can
exit, the pendulum change need.
3, when using, should often pay attention to the jaw bearing, pendulum, such as
reliable fastening live, in order to prevent the test results of misalignment and there
was an accident.
4, pendulum hook and hanging pendulum agency contact length should be about 3-4
mm advisable, (factory has adjusted the, users don't need to adjust), if need to adjust,
need to move the hook position on hammer rod.
5, Yang pendulum is not hang on hang in the process of institution, staff may not be
within the scope of the pendulum swing activity or work, in order to avoid accidental
power outages and dangerous.
6, on both ends of the pendulum shaft bearing factory has come on, use the unit
without refueling.As it is repaired after cleaning can add 1, 2 drops of sewing
machine oil or watch oil, the rest of the bearing and dilution of butter.
7, the electromagnetic clutch armature and the distance between the yoke with 2 ~ 3
mm advisable, have been adjusted when delivery from factory, use the unit no longer
have to adjust.If you need to adjust, first open the host side small rectangle cover,
twist elastic solid screw exit 8 mm or so, and then use a round iron in a round hole on
the adjusting nut, move the adjusting nut or turn the pulley, the armature yoke end
face three ball don't contact.Such as steel ball rub the yoke end power case, will
generate too much energy loss.After adjusted the gap must tighten fastening screws.
8. After the test, press "set" button, the pendulum to the vertical position, loosen the
"set" button, switch off the electricity.

6.Reading and calculation
Indicating device is absorbed by sample to test the size of the work instructions,

the value of pendulum to sample is according to the following formula:
AK=M（COSβ－COSα）

In formula： M moment of pendulum
α Pendulum Yang Angle before impact

β Thrust sample after the rising of pendulum Angle

If you don't calculate the friction loss and air resistance, the consumption in the
thrust front of sample, the value of work is to impact hammer with the potential
energy after deducting impact pendulum by the rest of the potential difference
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between the values.
Due to the torque M of pendulum and Angle of impact pendulum in front of young
alpha are constant, so as long as know thrust sample after the rising of pendulum
Angle beta, can according to calculate the consumption and thrust on the sample, the
value of work.This machine has been in advance according to the above formula will
be equivalent to the rises, the value of work Angle beta calculated moment may dial
directly, so can directly read out by the thrust sample after impact of the value of
work, don't have to be calculated separately.
Due to the general sample has grooving, sample cutting of the cross-sectional area is
not equal to 100 mm squared, so read on the dial after impact unit impact toughness
value is not material, in order to calculate the material impact toughness ak value of
unit, need to test the data after divided by the number of samples in the cutting of the
sectional area, namely:

ak=AK/F（ J/cm²）
When doing standard sample test

：F=0.8cm²。

5 Fault And ruled out
Fault phenomenon Reason Elimination methods

Press the "take place"
button pendulum motio
n

1. The belt may be
loose
2. The power failure
3. The relay or the
proximity switch
failure

1. Set the belt tightly
2. Check the fuse
3. Check the power supply
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Hook into buffer,
proximity switch has
been in a state of
relaxation, but the motor.

1. The proximity
switch action
unreliable or
disconnected.
2. The relay is not
action
3. The contactor is not
released

1. Check the switch position and
power lines
2. Clean the armature of contactor
3. Wash the relay contact

Hook into buffer, the
motor has stopped, but
the pendulum does not
fall to hook, according to
the "shock" button,
electromagnet for valve
has action, but the
pendulum does not fall.

1. The passive side a
few end key and key
"don't" than the spring
force
2. The spring force is
small, or fatigue
3. Brush contact
undesirable

1. Open the side cover, in the end key
and keyway slide to add a few drops
of oil turn a few times with screw
2. Replace the spring
3. Repair brush

Severe shock when han
ging pendulum

1. The buffer spring
force is too small
2. The hook arc top
and buffer gap is too
big

1. The new spring
2. Adjust the clearance, wrung out
switch clamp, screw nut buffer rod
gaps at 0.1 -- 0.5 mm

Severe shock when put
a pendulum

1. The drive belt slack
2. The motor seat
above head screw
heavily silted to death
Worm drive vice gap
is too big or the center
distance

1. Tighten the lag screw, and the twist
lock nut
2. The tightness of the belt can be
adjusted
3. Remove the servo motor, at the top
of the equipment the back-end has
three wire, adjust the clearance.As a
result of wear and tear caused by, or
because of center distance, only
change the worm and worm gear.

Only young manually
set, does not
automatically raise the
pendulum

1. Touch the point
contact bad servo
motor
More than
2 contact surface oil

1. The end gap cannot contact surface
of the tank
2. Remove the cleaning
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Pendulum in the vertical
position left in the back
swing, electromagnetic
clutch is combined, and a
loud crash

The signal is disorder
1. The contactor poor
contact
2. The surface of the
oil

1. Remove the c with copper liquid to
wipe clean
2. The servo motor end gap on dial a
contact

Put the pendulum to th
e vertical position with
out a stop

Contactor is not rele
ased Remove the cleaning
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IT-300B Impact Tester 
Qualified Certificate

Product No： Date of production：

No Inspection items
technical req
uirements

concl
usion

1 Impact test。
No abnorma
l phenomen
on

2
Pendulum impact when the vertical blade and
supporting sit ten ㎜ from below

Big pendulum bob
±0.5mm

Small pendulum bob

3 Pendulum profile should be parallel to swing plane
Big pendulum bob

100：0.1
Small pendulum bob

4
The two sat bearing surface should be on the same
plane

The level of bearing
surface 0.1mmThe vertical bearing
surface

5

Two sits supporting surface shou
ld be perpendicular to the pendul
um profile

Big
pendulum
bob

The level of bearing
surface

100：0.1

The vertical bearing
surface

Small
pendulum
bob

The level of bearing
surface

The vertical bearing
surface

6
Pendulum hit the center distance
746.25mm

Big pendulum bob
±3.75mm

Small pendulum bob

7
Pendulum torque error

Big
pendulum
bob

160.7695Nm ±0.8038Nm

Small
pendulum
bob

80.3848Nm ±0.4019Nm

8
When the pendulum air pointer back to zero Big pendulum bob ±0.3J

Small pendulum bob ±0.15J

9
Pendulum air energy loss Big pendulum bob 1.5J

Small pendulum bob 0.75J

10
The pendulum shaft clearance axial direction 0.25mm

radial direction 0.08mm

11 Pendulum blade radius of curvature R2-2.5

12 Pendulum impact velocity 5.0-5.5mm/s

13 The machine appearance
Conclusion:
This machine by the said inspection, achieve GB/T3808-2002 "pendulum impact testing machine test"
national standard of technical requirements.And the impact test, testing machine work is normal, the precision
is good.Random with complete accessories and technical documents.Confirm the qualified, allowed the
factory.
Inspector:
Director:
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IT—300B Impact Tester 
Pack List

No Name Qty

1 The host (including hand control box) 1set

2 150Jpendulum bob 1set

3 300J pendulum bob 1set

4 The blade with jaw span alignment plate L = 40 1pcs

5 Looking for positive plate sample L = 40 1pcs

6 Allen key S = 12
(wrench screw mouth plate) 1pcs

7 Puller (in place) 1set

8 Anchor bolts bolt (including nuts plain washers
spring washers)

4set

9 Security fence (including nut/bolt 4 sets) 1set

10 Angle iron 4pcs

11 Use instruction 1pcs

12 Certificate of compliance 1pcs

13 Pack list 1pcs




